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the big
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S O C I A L  M E D I A  P L A T F O R M S

Begin by familiarizing yourself with one social

media platform. Get used to posting

messages and using its features. Use it

consistently and build your knowledge on one

platform before using others to market your

business,

 

 

Where to start...

Many have Facebook account, you can

create groups and pages and go live

Facebook is familiar

YouTube for efficiency

Post short tweets, quotes, links and

information from other sites

Twitter to share info

Audience prefer videos rather than

reading information

Instagram to show

Pictures speak 1,000 words. Visuals,

graphics and stories

Social tip

Use the social media platform that you are the

most comfortable using, and don't run paid

ads until you have grounded your business.

 

Direct Marketing

Social media is a great way to see numbers of

how many people you are reaching and

converting with clicks.



#hashtags
forexposure

Communication
Strategies

Shadowbanning is when you repeatedly use

the same hashtags on almost every post.

Social media platforms may see it as a sign of

spamming or misuse of certain hashtags. If

you use the same hashtags for almost every

post, you can get shadowbanned.

Continuously change your hashtags to match

your content.

When posting information on social media, it's

good to sometimes end your message with a

few hashtags.

 

Some things to know. On most social media

platforms you can add up to 30 hashtags.

However, don't focus on getting that many

hashtags, focus on the relevance to your past. 

 

Things to consider when hashtagging:
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Hashtags

Demographics

Messaging

Product or service

Psychographics

Shadowban

Message

Keep your message short, and relevant as

people actually pay more attention to your

visual content. Posting 30 second videos is

also a good way to ensure your message

comes across. And direct people to your site.

Hashtagify.com

This site will let you know how popular certain

hashtags are and the exposure it gets



Create a Social
Media Posting

Schedule

Create a weekly or monthly schedule of your

posts and content  for your social media feeds.

By creating a schedule you will free up your

time during the week to do other tasks.

 

Dedicate 1-2 hours a week towards creating

your content and your messaging. You can use

Dashboards such as HooteSuite to set a time

and day of when you want your posts to be

pushed through.

 

Note, there are other dashboards and apps that

you can use. Just perform a Google search.

Manage your time

Paid help

When starting out your business, another

option is to hire a virtual assistant or social

media marketer that can help set you up. This

is another expense, and it's not cheap. Shop

around and also know what your intentions are

for using social media. Is it branding? Is it direct

marketing? Is it exposure? Is it to keep

connected?

SOCIAL  MEDIA  MARKETING
YOUTH

MAGAZINE



Buying Social
Media Ads

Your paid ads can reach a wide audience

geographically. However, if your brand my lack

design and appeal, people may not convert to

being a client or customer because there may

not be much for them to build trust or to feel

compelled to visit your social media page or

website.

 

Lay down the foundation - build your brand,

design it, work on your messaging, gain a local

following and then buy ads.

you have established your

brand

Direct Marketing

Buying social media ads to promote your

business and to gain clients or customers is a

form of direct marketing because it is

measurable. This is the advantage of paying for

ads because statistics are kept as to how may

individuals saw your ads, how many clicked,

and how many converted.

"Buying social media ads to gain

exposure and to convert your

sales funnel into clients is a good

strategy if...

YOUTH

MAGAZINE



Social Media
Social media almost completely replaced

snail mail. Many businesses are using it to gain

exposure both locally and globally. However,

it's always good to be aware that the

developers of these platforms use algorithms,

depend on sponsored ads and sell data to

bigger organizations on psychographics. 

Be Aware

Exposure and connection with your target

market in your local communities

Efficient

Instant communication

Engagement

Spread/gain ideas

Pros

Time consuming

Addictive behaviours/dopamine

Costly if you choose do pay for ads

Ineffective due to algorithms (little exposure)

Shadowboxing (confrontation with trolls)

Competitive 'Likes'

Discouraging if you don't gain followers

Unproductive

P R O S  &  C O N S

Cons

"Social media can transform
and shape your world
depending on how you
choose to follow and what
you choose to consume."

YOUTH

MAGAZINE



Not your Fairy
Godmother

you have built your business, made face to

face and word of mouth connections and

people locally have begun to 'talk' about your

business. It's more effective when people are

trying to find you instead of you trying to find

them.

Social Media is the most

effective when....

Let social media be your strategy to enhance

client experience rather than 'be all.' Focus on

building relationships in your community.

Social media may get you followers, but if

people don't know you personally, they may

never become a client.

You have the magic

If your business is brand new consider

teaming up with an established business in

your community with common interests and

cross promote one another. Ask your friends to

also inform their friends and colleagues about

your product or service. Start and e-mail list

and e-mail potential clients once a month

about your services or send out a newsletter to

like-minded individuals. Sponsor community

events, volunteer...

T R A D I T I O N A L  S T R A T E G I E S

Cross-marketing & Networking

"Bippity Boppity
Boo is the magic
that you possess..."
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"W E  D O N ' T  H A V E
A  C H O I C E  O N

W H E T H E R  W E  D O
S O C I A L  M E D I A ,

T H E  Q U E S T I O N  I S
H O W  W E L L  W E

D O  I T . "

-Erik Qualman
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